Pittsburgh’s most talented interior designers of
modern and contemporary homes.

The PerLora Team helps you

LOVE THE HOME YOU LIVE IN.

Downtown Condominium
“Why do people love working with PerLora?”
We’ve created custom interiors for over 26 years.
PerLora’s reputation for design, quality, and service is second to none.
Our designers have formal education and years of practical experience.
We have experience designing everything from transitional to contemporary to
modern homes.
Our bespoke selection of furnishings from all over the world will give you the
ability to find items otherwise unaccessible.
PerLora’s flexible design and budget approach allows you to design a room
or your entire home.

“

PerLora is a local business with high quality, extremely interesting and beautiful furniture
and accessories. The staff was extremely flexible, well informed, knowledgeable, (and)
accommodating when seeking the perfect fit for me. I’m so pleased with my experience and will
definitely return. - J.S.

Interior Design simplified.
You dream it, we’ll make it happen.

With our vast array of exquisite and worldly furniture, hand-made artwork, and glorious
accessories, PerLora is a destination sure to please all of your senses. We welcome you to
come and join us any day of the week!

Lawrenceville Loft

Cranberry Home

5 STEPS To A Beautiful Home
1. Visit Our Showrooms and Find Inspiration
At PerLora, your interior design experience begins at our showrooms. Our displays will
inspire while educating you about aesthetics, form and function, and comfort. With our
wide range of price points, we can fit every taste and budget. Let our design team help you
discover the possibilities.

2. Schedule a Home Consultation With One of Our Talented Designers
A critical part of your experience involves one of our designers visiting your home;
during this process, we look more deeply into your space and needs, and explore your
preferences, color palette, style and spatial restraints. We will engage you in questions
regarding what you love about your home, what treasured pieces you wish to incorporate
into the final design, and what issues you wish to tackle.
Our designers will take photos and measurements, and brainstorm with you regarding
your lifestyle and how you want your home to function. Existing finishes and architecture
are noted so that we can help you create a harmonious and functional aesthetic for your
home.

We love the Sloane by Copeland for its inviting headboard, pitched to support you when
reading or watching movies in bed. Available in solid Ash in a variety of stains, or solid
American Walnut, and a luscious array of fabrics, we’ve added this suite to a variety of
homes we’ve designed. It’s been met with rave reviews!

3. Collaborate and Create
After their in-home visit, the PerLora
interior designers will return to the
showroom and begin creating a
comprehensive design plan; we often
think of this as a collaborative process,
in which we integrate your existing
treasures into our final design package,
all while paying heed to your style, needs,
budget and goals. Using a spectrum of
visual tools, our team will create an easy
to understand final plan.
Style, proportion, color, and function, with constant respect for your budget are all
considered. Your existing colors, finishes, flooring, windows and other interior elements are
all detailed as we explore the best solutions for your needs. With access to hundreds of top
furniture manufacturers from across Europe, Canada, and the United States, your designer
will research the best home furnishing options and provide the utmost in creativity and
originality.

Lawrenceville Loft

4. Review Your
Personalized Design
Presentation
The next (and most fun)
step in the collaborative
process is coming back to
the showroom to meet your
designer and review your
plan presentation. Doing
so, we share our selection
process and why we feel it
best fits your needs.

Cranberry Home

As this is a collaboration, we welcome your feedback, as your opinion is always a priority.
We respect your home and your wishes, and want you to simply love being there. You are
integral to our process, and your wishes and decisions are always respected.

5. Realize Your Dream Home
The entire PerLora team is committed to helping you realize a beautiful, functional, and
comfortable home. From ordering to follow up and delivery, our team is dedicated to
giving you the utmost in customer service.
Ultimately, our goal is have you “love the home you live in”. With PerLora, that is not just a
saying – it’s a reality.

Cranberry Home

“

Perlora Furniture is like nothing else in Pittsburgh. After visiting every furniture store in the
city and surrounding areas, Perlora is like no other. The pieces are works of arts and the
quality is amazing. Investing in these timeless pieces will make your home stand out.
- C.A.

Karl Leather Sofa
This leather sofa features a fashion-forward
arm designed after a glam Italian handbag,
complete with storage, and daring blade
legs. Being an homage to the great fashion
designer Karl Lagerfeld himself, the Karl is a
study in exquisite detailing, and makes for a
truly unique sitting experience.

Masters of the Multi-Function Space
With the most complete assortment of multi-functional furnishings, PerLora can show you
how one room can be a bedroom, a dining room, and even an office. Let our imagination
give your rooms new life!

PERLORA.COM

Make sure to visit PerLora.com to view our current closeouts and items available rapidly
via our numerous QUICKSHIP programs!

PerLora Southside
2220 E Carson St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203
412-431-2220
PerLora Leather
2837 Smallman St. Pittsburgh, PA 15222
412-434-7425
PerLora Loft
2214 E Carson St. Pittsburgh, PA 15203
412-431-8952
PerLora Warehouse (BY APPOINTMENT ONLY)
3524 Charlotte St. Pittsburgh, PA 15201
412-292-9935
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Beds, Dining Tables, Recliners, Sofas, and More!

